https://mining.sex



SexMining is a blockchain project for freedom of
sex



SexMining is a project involving any sexual
relationship based on a voluntary mining
agreement



SexMining is pleasant with useful - all sexmining
participants at the end receive an equal amount
of SEX tokens



We intend to make the same revolution in the
field of sex as Bitcoin in the field of finance.
Now, in addition to pleasure, sex will also
provide an opportunity to get SEX tokens!



The SexMining project is based on a
cryptocurrency mining model based on the
principle of proof-of-service: certain actions
lead to the receipt of a certain number of
tokens. In the SexMining project, sex is sex, as a
prerequisite for the extraction of SEX tokens,
according to a public offer contract.

 Interested

parties agree on joint mining of

SEX tokens
 The

mining leader stocks up “ore” for mining
(MNG tokens)

 The

participants meet and start joint mining
Upon completion, all mining participants
receive equal shares of mined SEX tokens

A

project to combat illegal prostitution, a
crime that intensifies violence against
women and the sex industry.

 Our

sex

mission is to ensure personal freedom in

 The

SexMining project promotes the value of
long lasting monogamous relationships.
 We consider the family an ideal relationship
format for a happy sex life. Love and fidelity
are true values in pair!
 But not everyone has the happiness of a
permanent relationship, for various reasons.
It is for them that the SexMining project has
been implemented.

People from different population groups may
be interested in the SexMining service:
 People do not want to prepare for a new
relationship.
 Preferring polygamy Lonely people
 People have difficulty building a permanent
relationship.
 People experiencing painful divorces and not
wanting to start a new relationship

 From

a legal point of view, there is no
transfer of money, as well as payment for the
provision of services of an intimate nature.
Instead, partners receive an equal share of
SEX tokens, resulting from joint mining. This
is the key moment that makes sexual
relations an element of Proof-of-Sex, a
necessary part of the process of creating SEX
tokens according to the public contract for
the use of the SexMining smart contract.



People have sex. It’s enough for someone to
enjoy it, and someone would like it to be useful.

Attention!
1. Always protect yourself during sex!
2. Do not engage in sexual relations with a
partner in whom you are not sure.
3. Any form of sexual relations with minors is
prohibited.
4. Any sexual abuse and coercion of a partner to
sex is prohibited.
5. Enjoy new acquaintances and joint SexMining.

 10%

of them will be directed to marketing
tasks, the rest will be available for mining.

 Attention!You

can get SEX tokens only
through mining or buy from those who have
already mined them.

 We

do not sell SEX tokens.

 We

have developed a series of applications
for the individual disclosure of sexual
potential, self-development and the
formation of a culture of intimate
relationships.

 Evora

O
 Evora V
 Evora C
 Evora I
 Evora B

We need your support to complete the
development of a series of training applications.

Evora O - a game simulator for learning the art
of blowjob in 69 poses
 Evora V - game simulator for learning the art of
cunnilingus in 69 poses
 Evora C - simulator game for teaching art of the
Kama Sutra
 Evora I - game simulator for optimal behavior
during the first sex
 Evora B - a game simulator training for childbirth
and proper behavior during pregnancy


Anyone who wants to support the project can
make this a donation. To do this, send a certain
amount of ETH to the wallet :
0xC45134D6343a9d89A64401d6fB38C87baDc0A002
Support the SexMining project, help legalize
sex around the world, free sex workers from
crime and violence, stop human trafficking.

The SexMining project was developed by the IT
team of the World Wide Soft s.r.o.
IT company, registered in the Czech Republic
in 2009 We are engaged in the development
of various software products.
Company website www.worldwidesof.mobi

The use of SEX (SEX) and MINING (MNG) tokens implies the
unambiguous acceptance of this public offer contract. The
SEX token can be used for trading, settlement, exchange,
storage, transfer to other persons, etc.
The MNG token does not have signs of a means of payment,
it does not have any declared value, it is blocked for
trading, conducting settlements, exchanging for other
currencies, alienation, transferring to another person.
Mining the MNG token can only be used for mining SEX
tokens, by burning it during sex (Proof-of-Sex mining
mechanism).
Using the SexMining service should not contradict the local
legislation to which the user falls, as well as comply with
international law.

